
What do you want from the new ETEN platform? (Etenjournal.com) 
How can Everyone  get acces , the old logo om the top, more bright Colors (same as the 
website) 
Morgen Informationen about the Tiger members (Research, Themen of Theorie levtures,...)  
Sharepoint integration (office 365) because  : easily accessible from each device // share 
documents by ourselves / use an internal option to host websites with vivid information (for 
example thinglinks, qr's, embedded ppt's from each institution with facts/figures easy to go 
through for a speed date / shared maps with images from meetings/congress -- 
Encourage authors to share their contact details so interested readers can easily contact 
them.  
Information. Articles 
Find the latest information of members from the platform, what they are doing, topics they 
working on, sharing good practices 
"Easy access 
Notifications of certain topics you can subscribe to. 
Access to the information that now is in google doc" 
A place updated with a fluide access to thé different kind of materials 
Relevant information easy to achive. Peer-reviewd articles, very important. Therefore the 
name of the platform is preferred to be "journal" Information that is relevant for those who 
only wants "short information" about conferences and TIGs and so on, will be easy to find.  
A better form of the list with what universities offers. Pictures and links to flyers. Who is 
responsible and what you offers. 
"* Info on conferences 
* Student exchange programmes (minors, intensives, etc) 
* TIGs 
* Different partner universities + links to these institutes 
* Forum to exchange content ideas and problems 
* Use of Office 365 applications, such as yammer (only ECOs and TIG leaders should be able 
to make changes to document 
* Facts and figures of members 
* Quick dashboard (easy to navigate)  
* Regular new uploads on the websites by TIGs, the board, universities 
* Link with Facebook, but also Instagram & TikTok (for young people!!!) - Additional 
question: what do we want to achieve with the platform? 
* Information about the educational systems in all participating countries" 
"Notifications in my mail, when new things pop up. ONLY a monthly reminder. 
Possible to share good teaching practice.  
Icebreaker library.  
An updated list of ETEN-contacts. Maybe topic categorized. 
A list of links of different countries' educational system. Perhaps better as workshops at 
meetings. But maybe only for the few." 
  



New ideas? 
Linked to the Erasmusprogram ,  students in contact with other students (share ideas), 
platform for host to be in contact with other host to share experience .  
No Google docs - have this Informationen in modern form 
newsletter (on regular) and new channels (instagram/tiktok) to get some more visibility of 
the network and lead students/colleagues  to the website // dashboard on home screen of 
the website (students vs academic staff) with different content for each 
ETEN community'-website?  
"Share contact details if I post an article.  
Using our logo IETEN International ETEN as the name. " 
 
"Easy access 
Information about themes of interest and research-topics 
Let some topics have a timeslot/deadline (so that when an international week is over for 
example, the message disseapears) 
Easy ways to get in touch with TIG leaders and members (need to know there speciality) - a 
kind of match maker 
" 
"For a better Access  
-articles with 3 to 5 keywords for a good referencing 
-various kind of contributions  
-access by topics (TIG subject and more) 
" 
"Interviews with exchange-students. They can tell stories of how it is being an 
exchange.student. 
 Information about what we offer, videos, materials, links to websites.  
Contact-information an pictures of the ECOs and TIG-leaders. " 
See answers to question #1. 
"A good updated list of courses - linked!!! Updated info. 
TIGL's can take turns in being in charge for the virtual news café. Last friday in the month - it 
changes. 
Cafe should be open for questions, suggestions, debates. 
 
 
  



How can we raise activity? Encourage to contribute? 
Notification that something happend in eten, personal experience  
Morgen modern Apps (tiktok, ....) 
Publish good practice from students of our institution (eg bachelor practice) to the site 
Use key words, TIG leaders encourage TIG members to contribute about their expertise 
"Let tig leaders have the right to post with a log in.  
Having a function for chat treads.  
Make all presenters from the conference write a short article on their presentation. " 
"Create a space where the members can share info (e.g. video of their institution and 
courses/electives/minors it offers suitable for exchange students). That way members who 
are not able to come have access to the latest information. In addition it saves paper.  
 
Another idea we discussed is that we could share articles/ links to articles related to 
education. We also discussed that a lot of articles are not published in  English, but in 
German, French, Swedish, and we might miss out on relevant information. A possible 
solution for this is that whe member finds an interresting article in their home language, 
they write a summary about it with a link to the original article (including English keywords). 
" 
"Have social media (instagram) 
Mix and match people 
 
" 
Encourage (founding ?)translations of articles importants not transmets or written in english 
"Introduce ETEN in different forum to attract more people to the conference.  
Every TIG should deliver a contribution once or twice a year." 
"* Stimulate people to publish good practices, for example on student motivation, 
assessment, online instruction. 
* Get an award for the best bachelor thesis. This one could be translated into English. 
Maybe have one from each country.  
Additional comments/ ideas: 
* Look at the order of the headers of the website. The first one should be: The are we?  
* Scholarships for students  
* Instruction for teacher educators on how to apply for money. Collaborations with African 
and Asian partners. 
* We like the connection with HDI. 
* Start a taskforce to start a teacher academy as well as on blended mobility. 
* Don't we have to change the name, as there are so many partners outside the EU? 
* Do we want to have more partners from outside the EU as we do want to be a green 
organisation? 
 
Name: 
iETEN" 
"Be proactive in updating own international courses regularly. 
Virtual international café - people can raise an interesting question (like a blogg). 
Students from international courses/classrooms and international weeks can (as part of the 
course)produce resumés from their teaching. 
" 


